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polytec offer an express sample service.
Visit www.polytec.com.au to order your free sample.

Create your look

Doors and drawers in ULTRAGLAZE Black Ultramatt.

ULTRAGLAZE & ULTRAMATT
polytec’s Ultraglaze & Ultramatt doors and panels are an acrylic, premium surface
appropriate for residential and commercial joinery. The fingerprint and scuff resistant
properties of Ultramatt Premium Mattmakes it a suitable option for high-traffic zones,
while Ultraglaze Premium Gloss remains an innovative high-gloss finish in the decorative
surfaces industry.
Ultraglaze Premium Gloss creates a classic, luxurious feel while remaining a practical
design aesthetic. The light reflectance value of Ultraglaze allows for a tastefully modern
design with easy to maintain qualities.
Ultramatt Premium Matt is the ultimate pure matt surface in decorative joinery applications.
Ultramatt can be integrated into any style owing to the versatile neutral colour range,
including solids to subtle metallics. The sense of touch has been elevated in interior
environments with an increased specification of handle-free doors with low reflective
qualities. This has constituted the desire for a smooth surface appearance with an
unsurpassed matt level.
polytec’s Ultraglaze & Ultramatt are available as fully made-to-order doors and panels.
The Ultraglaze & Ultramatt range is available in 18mm E0 MR MDF alongside a host of
door profiles such as Aluminum Finger Pull, Bevel Edge, and Square Edge with matching
1mm ABS edgetape.
All Ultraglaze & Ultramatt solid, neutral colours complement the timber patterns in
Woodmatt and Ravine ranges for a personalised design. Confidently use one or two
colours in your entire joinery for a simple, contemporary statement.
Ultraglaze & Ultramatt offers a top quality, luxurious appearance with easy maintenance
and scuff resistant qualities. Incorporating Premium Gloss and Matt finishes into your project
is the perfect way to add visual interest to a pared-back, neutral palette.
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Doors and drawers in ULTRAGLAZE Black Ultramatt.
Overhead cupboard doors in MELAMINE Angora Oak Woodmatt.
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Doors and drawers in ULTRAGLAZE Black Ultramatt.

ULTRAMATT premium matt range

Overhead cupboard doors and wardrobe shelving in MELAMINE Angora Oak Woodmatt.

White

Jasmine

Sterling

Pewter Metallic

Mink

Lava

Mineral Metallic

Obsidian Metallic

Black

NEW

NEW

Dark coloured surfaces will show fingerprints and require more care and maintenance than lighter coloured surfaces.
It is recommended to test a product sample prior to colour selection.
Metallic colours are directional. Take note of the arrows on the protective film. polytec recommends all Ultraglaze metallic colours are installed in
one direction to avoid apparent colour variation.
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ULTRAGLAZE premium gloss range

Arctic Ice

Superior White

Cream

Pearl Metallic

Royal Oyster

Champagne Metallic

Cloudy Grey

Anthracite Metallic

Phantom Black

Dark coloured surfaces will show fingerprints and require more care and maintenance than lighter coloured surfaces.
It is recommended to test a product sample prior to colour selection.
Metallic colours are directional. Take note of the arrows on the protective film. polytec recommends all Ultraglaze metallic colours are installed in
one direction to avoid apparent colour variation.

edge options

Bevel Edge Door

1mm Matching Edge

Designed for a sleek, modern and minimalistic

For a seamless matching edge finish, available

look creating clean flowing lines.

in ABS.

Doors and panels in ULTRAGLAZE Superior White Gloss.
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Doors and drawers in ULTRAGLAZE White Ultramatt.
Bar panel in ULTRAGLAZE Mink Ultramatt.

ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY

Waterfall benchtop in LAMINATE Portland Stone Matera.

polytec is committed to an eco-friendly and sustainable environment. It is an intrinsic part of the way we do business daily. Our
decisions are made so that they have minimum negative impact on the environment.
Our product is manufactured from managed and renewable plantation pine, and on request can be purchased as Responsible Wood
Chain of Custody certified. All polytec board products are manufactured from E0 or E1 MDF.
We manage waste responsibly through numerous recycling programs including aluminium and metals, used oils and timber waste
is recycled back into energy. We subscribe to local government environmental initiatives and voluntary audits as well as our
own internal Energy and Carbon Management Policy (ECM), which aligns with the Australian Government’s Energy Efficiency
Opportunities (EEO) program.
polytec doors and benchtops are Australian Made & Owned.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
polytec do not recommend the use of Ultraglaze products in a sliding or non-fixed application (hinged) unless the use of a mechanical
stabilising system is fitted.
Your Ultraglaze doors and panels come with a protective film. Do not remove the film until all trade work has been completed.
Ultraglaze doors and panels are made from a Moisture Resistant Medium Density Fibreboard (MR MDF), but as with many wood
based panels, they are not waterproof. Care should be taken to wipe up spills immediately, ensuring the doors and panels are not
exposed to high or continuous levels of moisture, steam and humidity.
To clean the Ultraglaze surface, we recommend you continue to use wipe down using a damp soft cloth containing warm, soapy
water. For more stubborn stains, use a good quality streak free glass cleaner as per the manufacturers recommendation. Dry using
a soft cloth so as not to leave any residue on the door or panel. Always ensure that you refer to the recommendations provided by
the cleaning product manufacturer before use.
Never use any cleaning product which are, or contain: alcohol; solvents; abrasives; acetone; paraffin; petrol; pinewood or oils.
These chemicals will damage the Ultraglaze acrylic surface.
By following these simple steps you should retain a beautiful kitchen surface for many years.
Visit www.polytec.com.au for specific care and cleaning information. Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily
than lighter coloured surfaces and require more care and maintenance.
The colours and details shown in this brochure are to the highest standards in printing. However, they should only be used as an
indication of actual product colour. To order your free colour sample visit www.polytec.com.au.
polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure, to view the large colour sample,
visit www.polytec.com.au
The use of our current samples gives the colour and finish that a customer would expect to receive. Samples are provided for colour
and finish selection and polytec recommend testing a sample for fingerprint resistance and ease of cleaning. polytec does not
guarantee exact colour matches across product ranges due to colour variation in each product group.

COMPLEMENTARY RANGES
EVOLUTION range

BENCHTOPS range

MELAMINE doors & panels

THERMOLAMINATED doors & panels

XENOLITH premium coloured core

ALUMINIUM & ALFRESCO framed doors

STECCAWOOD prefinished decorative battens
35mm ARCHITECTURAL doors

COVER IMAGE:

Doors and drawers in ULTRAGLAZE Black Ultramatt.
Overhead cupboard doors in MELAMINE Angora Oak Woodmatt.
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WARDROBE range

